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Monet Reports 

Marc Liu 

Introduction 

Over the course of the semester, I worked as the product designer at Monet, a company I 

co-founded with a few friends, Jonathan Xue, Joanna Shan, and Daniel Huang. It has been a 

unique experience: we went from having a niche, fun idea to Twitter and TikTok “stardom” 

and back to square one again, ready to make something new. The reports here offer a 

naïvely opinionated glimpse into what, how, and why we do what we do, and I humbly 

hope that they may be of use to anyone who cares to make something. 

Outline 

- Report 1 introduces Monet, focuses on how we planned, designed, and launched 

community Events on Monet, and reviews what we learned throughout the process; 

- Report 2 discusses some of the core ideas that have inspired the next version of 

Monet and highlights relevant design features; 

- Report 3 showcases more designs for the new Monet and provides rationale for 

design changes as we ready ourselves for the beta launch.
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Monet Monthly Report #1 

Summary 

In this monthly report, I will 

- briefly introduce what Monet is; 

- discuss in-depth how we’ve planned, designed, and launched Events on Monet. 

How Monet Works 

Monet is a dating-style app that allows people to send each other drawings. It’s like Tinder, 

but instead of swiping left or right and quickly passing on to the next person, one responds 

to another’s prompt with a drawing and waits for the recipient to either accept or reject their 

drawing. Sounds simple, but this small difference in mechanics is where we think the magic 

lies.  

A drawing is personal, and it takes time. The effort required by this creative act necessarily 

slows people down in browsing profiles, and thus allows the time for thoughtfulness and 

ingenuity. We’ve seen amazing drawings—drawn narratives, even—being privately sent and 

public shared to people all around the world, from an anthropomorphized apple peering 

into a room from the window sill to a beaming person dressed in a puffy worm suit.  

A drawing is thus less superficial. Because each one is unique, it means so much more to 

the recipient than a trite “wassup?” text. 

A drawing transcends language. It is up to the artist and the recipient to interpret what the 

drawing means, however much meaning it carries. We especially like this indirectness 

because it leaves room for conversation. Furthermore, awkward icebreakers or small talk 

are eliminated by providing the conversation with context and motivation: the drawing. 
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From interviews with our members, we learn that chats almost always start with a 

discussion on the drawing, and are sustained by sending more drawings back and forth. 

The drawing mechanism confer on Monet a playful and ambiguous vernacular: much less 

explicit than Tinder and Grindr and much less serious than Hinge. A significant portion of 

our members have reported to be first-time dating-style app users, because they perceive 

Monet as a safer space for social connection and self expression. We try to make Monet 

more accessible and welcoming everyday and have received heartwarming recognition for 

our practices, such as including flexible gender identities, sexual orientation, and pronouns 

tagging as part of the onboarding process. 

Community Events on Monet 

As we complete the design and development of core features (discovery, drawing sending/

receiving, publishing and social sharing, and chat) leading up to February, we began 

experimenting with in-app community events. Again, we discover that the act of drawing 

lending itself quite well to these events, because it, as a fundamental mechanism of Monet, 

is bona fide content creation. 

Perfect Heart 

For Valentines Day, we organized the Monet Perfect Heart Challenge. The in-app event 

allows each participant one time-bound (30 seconds) attempt at wining $1,000 by drawing 

the “perfect heart”. If one wasn’t satisfied with their drawing, they could try again, but the 

new attempt would overwrite their existing one. Once submitted, the heart drawing could 

also be sent anonymously as a gift from a “secret admirer”, if the original artist would so 

wish. The event would run for seven days, and everyday we would feature noteworthy 

drawings on the event page. We promoted this event on Instagram, Twitter, as well as TikTok 

with original short videos and sponsored influencer content. During the week, we designed 

and implemented a web app called Monet Heart Mash (inspired by Zuckerberg’s FaceMash) 

that would allow everyone to vote on the “perfect heart”. Our own voting process was 

recorded and uploaded to TikTok as “reaction videos”. We further focused on community 
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engagement by hosting a live Discord event during which we revealed the winner of the 

challenge and a few runner-ups. When we concluded the Perfect Heart Challenge, over 

17,000 unique hearts were drawn, and DAU increased by around 25% during the week. 

Other key metrics such as the number of matches, drawings, and chat messages also 

increased significantly. 

The excitement of the event and results notwithstanding, what we’ve learned from this is all 

the more profound. I hesitate to moralize about the value of creativity, but we were all 

heartened and delighted by what people can do with their fingers on a little digital canvas 

in 30 seconds. We are now all the more confident about our choice of drawing as the 

primary communication medium. We also saw, however, that the increase in DAU and 

other metrics of interest wasn’t sustained. This could mean that while the event was fun and 

attractive, its engagement mechanism didn’t translate well to the core use of Monet: making 

personal drawings for each other instead of for a prize. Nevertheless, the many drawings we 

received throughout the event inspired us to design, market, and distribute our first line of 

merchandise (a poster and a tote bag of heart collages); the profit from which will be 

donated to charitable causes.  

Campus Rollout 

Following the Perfect Heart Challenge, we began verifying the student status of our 

members in preparation for University Mode. Our rationale behind the decision to focus 

marketing efforts on individual schools, instead of locales, is two fold: college age students 

is our target demographic; the school as a shared identity isn’t affected by the geographic 

dispersion due to the pandemic. We picked UCLA as our first school for its size, its rivalry 

with USC (as we expect interesting reaction from USC students), and its “cool” culture. In 

preparation for this launch, we interviewed and selected campus ambassadors who would 

promote us within the UCLA community and manage the MonetUCLA Instagram account. 

We also reused the infrastructure we built for the Perfect Heart Challenge to host in-app 

drawing activities with UCLA specific themes. 

Overall, the UCLA launch didn’t bring in as many new members as we hoped, but in those 

we are fortunate enough to have retained, we see high engagement in many core features 

across the app (perhaps because there just weren’t enough people to see in University 
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Mode alone, sadly). As we ready ourselves for the next rounds of university rollout, we’re 

keeping a few things in mind: 

- University Mode might not be sustainable. It adds extra steps in the onboarding 

process, and will become obsolete once everyone moves back on campus (location 

and geofencing works essentially the same as a dedicated University Mode). 

- University Mode might insulate a subset of our member base. Because University 

Mode also acts as a visibility filter, the general population on Monet cannot interact 

with whoever is in University Mode until they switch over to Local or Global Mode. 

In the worst case of such insulation, we might bring on a limited number of new 

members whose use cases are entirely different from the rest, and the app as a whole 

loses the benefit of network effect. 

Designing for Events 

Events introduces a new mode of interaction to our members: instead of connecting one-

on-one with personal, intimate drawings, they draw for an ambiguous audience (us the 

event organizers? everyone else on Monet?) with no direct personal feedback. While the 

one-on-one relationship remains the focus of Monet, community events have nevertheless 

generated positive response from our members. The implications of continuing to host these 

events have been discussed in the previous report and will be further explored in the next 

section on the future of Monet. 

Perfect Heart Challenge 

From the get-go, we envisioned a space on Monet for all kinds of events. Therefore, even 

though the Perfect Heart Challenge was our first event, it wasn’t to be our only one. We thus 

designed the user interface elements and user experience patterns of the Perfect Heart 

Challenge to be reusable for future events to lower the barrier to engagement and reduce 

design and engineering workload. 
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Entry point 

Because we’d like to encourage as many people as possible to participate in these events, 

we decided to add a button to the navigation section on the app home screen.  

   

Once tapped, a short animation plays before the event page is presented. There was debate 

on the design of the pre-attempt event screen, mainly between two options: 1. an 

information page that has a button that reveals the canvas; 2. a canvas with a button that 

shows the event rules and a button that begins an attempt. Option one offers the most 

clarity about the event but requires too many steps to get there. Option two is poor in 

clarity but quite straightforward about the core engagement mechanism: drawing. 

Ultimately, we settled on a hybrid: a canvas with the event information and rules overlaid 

on top of it and a button that simultaneously dismisses the overlay and begins an attempt. 

Providing the sufficient information about the event is crucial here, because we want 

people to feel fully prepared before the timer (30 seconds) starts; an unexpected time limit 

may be anxiety inducing. 
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The canvas 

In the case of the Perfect Heart Challenge, special care was given to the canvas because of 

the event’s unique time-bound mechanism.  

   

We decided to include a 3-second countdown as a buffer to improve the drawing 

experience. When “Begin Drawing” is tapped, the countdown is displayed to help the 

participant get ready for the challenge. 
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We also opted for manual submission, instead of automatic, after the 30-second timer 

expires to avoid a sense of unpleasant abruptness. 

Post-submission 

The event home screen is revealed after the participant submits their drawing. From the 

event home screen, they can return to the main app, view event information and rules, 

share their drawing, send their drawing anonymously to other participants, make another 

attempt, view drawings sent to them, and see a gallery of featured drawings. 
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UCLA and USC 

For school specific launch events, we kept most of the design elements the same while 

tweaking the rest to cater the experience for each school. For example, we designed unique 

icons for UCLA and USC after consulting with our campus ambassadors about what 

symbol/mark makes the most sense on respective campuses. 
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The canvas is no longer the landing screen, because we think the drawing and seeing other 

people’s drawings are equally important in prompts-based school events. Therefore, the 

post-submission screen from the Perfect Heart Challenge is adapted as landing screens for 

school events. 
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Daily Challenge 

Since last month, we added a brand new, recurring in-app event called Daily Challenge in 

which people respond to daily prompts with drawings, which are then ranked using AI. This 

adds a fun air of competition to Monet and satiate the need of those who’d just like to draw. 

On top of the reused design elements, we added illustrated icons that represent gold, silver, 

and bronze medals and tweaked the UI to highlight our new social media sharing features. 

   

Amplitude 

Apart from these events, the team also focused on tools that help us perform better. We 

switched from Google Analytics to Amplitude last month. We set up various key metrics 

and events that offer us insight into how we can improve Monet and how well we’re doing 

that. For example, we found those who accepted at least one drawing sent to them on day 

one are likelier to stay on Monet. While this may seem intuitive, the data nevertheless 

strengthen arguments for a better drawing/matching experience and help us stay on track. 
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What’s Next 

Organizing these events and rollouts and enhancing our infrastructure means that we can 

learn more about what we’re making and what people care about, but this also means that 

we can begin to make time for ourselves to return to product design and development. For 

the next few months, we plan to improve, and even overhaul, Monet to focus more on 

mindful friend-making, creativity, and self-expression. While it's true that we've seen 

healthy engagement and retention, the team met and decided to do something new, 

exciting, and true to us. And just like when we started working on Monet, we will once 

again be public about our process: sharing designs and engaging in the community for 

feedback.
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Monet Monthly Report #2 

Summary 

In this monthly report, I will 

- document the design process of the next version of the Monet app. 

The new Monet 

Why 

We set out to help people overcome the awkwardness of initiating conversations with 

potential friends and dates by forgoing words entirely: the drawing is the icebreaker. And in 

our user research, the sending and receiving of drawings are shown to be the most enjoyed 

and cherished experiences on Monet, and members almost always cite creativity as their 

favorite qualities about Monet. But the benefits of drawing don’t stop at eliminating cringey 

icebreakers. As discussed in the previous report, the drawing mechanism allowed us to 

create a casual, welcoming, and expressive environment for young people. People who 

were nervous about self-presentation online and turned away by major dating platforms 

found Monet to be a safe space: more than 28% of our members are new to dating-style 

apps, and over half a million of drawings have been sent since our launch in December, 

2020. 

However, as things stand, Monet is essentially “Tinder but with drawing”. We’ve provided a 

new way for us to initiate conversations, but we haven’t changed how we see each other. 

And to better serve Monet members with a platform that celebrates creativity and self 

expression, we must reimagine how social connection, the discovery, engagement, and 

maintenance, takes place on Monet. This is why we’re taking what we’ve learned and 

starting anew. 
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What 

Profiles and widgets 

The profile is the prime place for self expression through creativity, because it essentially 

represents its owner on Monet and is often the first thing people see. The current profile is a 

card filled with structured information and allows very little room for customization, and 

we decided to forgo this imposed order and allow people to host a wide range of content 

on their profiles however they’d like. 

   

To achieve this, we’ve designed the new profiles to be fully modular with widgets as 

building blocks. Apart from a few pieces of basic information, people may add, delete, 0r 

rearrange any widget they’d like on their profiles. We reached out to our community and 

designed the first set of widgets with our members: 

- Gallery widget: showcases drawings sent or received; 

- Music widget: plays a segment of a song of choice; 

- Weather widget: shows the current weather of a chosen location; 
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- Prompt widget: asks the viewer to draw something to the owner of the profile; 

- DIY widget: allows text, image, and drawing input. 

   

With the modular profiles and widgets, we hope to encourage our members to present 

themselves the way they see fit and break free from the “hot-or-not” models ever-enforced 

by existing dating apps. 

Discovery 

The profiles only have value if they can be seen by people. For the new Monet, we’ve 

eschewed the restrictively sequential “stack of cards” model of profiles employed by almost 

all dating apps today (including Monet) and opted for a spatial navigation design. 
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Profiles are now situated on a map which people can pan around to navigate and zoom in 

or out to see more or less details. This also allows us to place one’s own profile on the map, 

among those of the strangers, so that the friend-finding experience can feel more grounded 

and mindful. To emphasize our thinking on the role of self in online relationships, we added 

a Profile button that doubles as a compass—always pointing towards the viewer’s own 

profile. We no longer want to be mechanical processors of profiles, endlessly swiping left 

and right; we want to be residents on our little island, visited by fun and interesting people 

who are open to all kinds of relationships.  
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The map metaphor allows for many fun interactions beyond the compass. We added a Dice 

button that takes the viewer to a random profile on the map, jazzing up the friend-finding 

process with a sense of thrill and surprise. Events make more spatial sense on maps, too: 

people can enter buildings to engage in relevant activities, and the disjointedness between 

events and friend-finding is assuaged. 

Maintenance 

We realized early on, with the help of our members, that friend-finding is an exhausting 

experience, no matter how rewarding it can be. We all need to take care of existing 

friendships to recharge, to ready ourselves for new relationships. As our members of pointed 

out in interviews, one of the main sources of burnout on Monet is the constant stream of 

new faces and how few of them seem to mature into real friendships. We think the widgets 

that we co-designed with our community provide a possible solution. 

Because the widgets support multimedia and interactive content, they are no longer static. 

The new profile can stay up-to-date with its owner, reflecting their current mood, taste in 

music, location, thoughts, and feelings, etc. These updates serve as an adequate basis for 
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friends to catch up with each other. Therefore, we designed a Feed that displays all widget 

updates from friends and housed it, alongside Chat, in the Friends space. 

   

We’re also looking into widgets that update themselves in order to reduce the cost of profile 

maintenance and reserve thoughtful updates to widgets that need them. 

What’s Next 

We’re finalizing are designs and aiming to launch the first beta on May 14th. We will 

conduct interviews and A/B testing on multiple mechanisms, such as the number of profiles 

shown on each map, the number of drawings one can send per day, etc., to improve the 

next version of Monet and prepare for full release sometime in the summer. 
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Monet Report 3 

Summary 

In this report, I will 

- provide update on designing, developing, and beta-launching our new product; 

- highlight design changes made to the new product since the last report. 

Progress update 

Launch delay 

We tentatively planned to release the first beta on May 14th as of the last report, but in the 

weeks leading up to this “deadline”, we made changes to the product and refined the 

release strategy, and the release date is pushed back to early this week (week of May 16th). 

Product changes 

Our thoughts on how profiles are discovered and the role Monet plays in the friend-finding 

process have evolved in the past few weeks, and the new ideas are reflected in design 

changes made to the profile Discovery screen and the profile Editor screen. Detailed design 

documentation will be provided later in the report. 

Beta strategy 

When we launched our first beta last October, we made a TikTok video to tell everyone 

about it. To our surprise, the video became viral and we quickly reached the 10,000 beta 
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tester limit imposed by Apple TestFlight. The two months it took us to finish the product and 

launch it on the App Store felt long, especially because during which the buzz about Monet 

naturally dwindles while we cannot admit any new members. And the key lesson here is 

this: the beta needs no hype from real users—the finished product does. That is unless the 

“beta” is used as marketing device to create a sense of scarcity and is ready-to-launch on 

the App Store. 

Therefore for the new Monet, we decide to keep the beta launch low-key but still talked-

about enough to give us insight into how we can improve it. We will set up a landing page 

with an email sign up form. From the waiting list, we will pick ~500 people to add to our 

TestFlight. As we push out updates to the beta, we will admit new batches of testers. We 

will send out the link to the sign up page on Twitter, Instagram, and Discord; we will not be 

promoting the beta on TikTok. 

Design update 

Discovery 

Previously, Discovery has two modes: Local and Global. Local mode features profiles from 

people within a certain physical distance, while Global mode essentially shuffles all profiles 

on Monet and surfaces them. However, there are also other ways to view subsets of profiles 

on Monet—one can choose to view people of a specific gender by adjusting gender 

preferences in the current version of Monet.  

The new Monet brings new, more fine-grained controls to filtering profiles and unifies them 

in one place with a “tags”-based approach. 
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“Tags” (name TBD) allow people to look for specific attributes, such as gender, age, 

distance, and even interests, in both potential Friends and Dates. These “tags” are displayed 

on profiles, and matching “tags” will be highlighted. 
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“Tags” pave the road for many new things we can do in the future: smart matching based on 

similarity, suggesting interests, etc. 

Profile Editor 

The profile Editor is the area in which we’ve spent the most time and energy in, because we 

cannot have fully modular, widget-ized profiles without an intuitive way to add, edit, and 

remove these widgets. As discussed in the last report, widgets not only make up more 

expressive profiles, but they also imbue the profiles with a sense of vitality: whenever one 

updates a widget, their friends on Monet will be notified of that update. Therefore, widgets 

are integral to how people present themselves and how they maintain relationships on 

Monet. While we still think the former is true, the latter does not need to be the case for 

Monet to work. 

By aiming to help people maintain existing relationships with a Feed that features widget 

updates, we essentially position ourselves to keep matched couples on Monet indefinitely. 

However, as we’ve seen in our research and feedback, our members’ relationships evolve 

when conversations are taken off of Monet, to Instagram, Messenger, text, etc., not when 

they stay on Monet. Monet isn’t a good texting platform, and it doesn’t have to be. 

So what does this mean for the Editor? In our previous designs, we imagine the Editor to be 

a space in which individual widgets can be configured. It focuses on the widgets as content, 

like Stories on Instagram and Snapchat. The new approach is simpler: widgets are building 

blocks of a profile, and they should be edited in that way. Instead of entering into an “edit 

space” that removes one from their profile, the new design transform the profile in place to 

reveal editing options. 
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Gallery 

The Gallery has been one of the highlights of Monet, because it showcases all the drawings 

a member makes. Recently, we decided to make the Gallery a building situated on the main 

page, extending our map metaphor and adding more points of interest to the spatial 

navigation model. 
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The Gallery won’t the only venue visible and accessible on the map as we plan event 

spaces and the likes. 

What’s Next 

As outlined in the last report and earlier in the progress update, we will launch our beta 

early this week, conduct tests, and engage with our community for feedback and insight.


